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Welcome

The last month has brought little good
news for Europe’s beleaguered airlines
and airports. Governments across the
region are once again making
international air travel harder, despite
the roll out of the various vaccines
across the region. However, this has
not gone as quickly in many countries
as had been hoped and with the impact
of the new mutations causing concern,
Europe’s summer holiday market is
looking a lot less certain than it was a
few months ago.
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Love is not in the air for Europe’s airlines as COVID mutations cause alarm
Valentine’s Day (14th February), which fell this year on a
Sunday, would normally have been an opportunity for Europe’s
airlines to generate some extra revenue, as those of a romantic
disposition whisked their loved one away for a lovely weekend,
where they could be indulged and pampered.

down 28%. Domestic load factor was an impressive 81.6%. In
comparison, international ASKs were down 67% in December,
and international RPKs were down 77%, resulting in an
international load factor of just 58%.

Sadly, this year, the spread and concern regarding the newest
mutations of COVID-19, meant that many countries have been
increasing restrictions regarding international travel and raising
their quarantine requirements still further. As a result, many
carriers across Europe have continued to cut back on their
passenger services.

In Europe, things are a little less clear cut, as most European
countries are far smaller, and therefore alternative transport
modes (rail, coach, car) are more viable on domestic routes.
Russia is Europe’s largest country and, not surprisingly,
domestic traffic is performing reasonably well here, at around
80% of the previous year in December. During the summer
months of August and September, Russian domestic demand
was almost at the same level as in 2019, thanks to a booming
domestic holiday market. Meanwhile, international traffic (from
Moscow’s three main airports) is currently at less than 20% of
the previous year’s figure.

Domestic recovers faster in big non-European countries
The ANKER Report continues to collect passenger data from
over 400 airports across Europe, and also national data from
several non-European markets, namely Australia, China, India
and the US. While the date of the most recent data publicly
available varies, the overall pattern for these non-European
markets is consistent. Domestic traffic is recovering faster than
international traffic. The most extreme example of this is China,
where domestic passenger numbers, according to CAAC, had
recovered to over 90% of the previous year’s demand in
September, October and November. In stark contrast,
international traffic to and from China has been languishing at
well below 5% of the previous year’s figure ever since the
pandemic struck, with no noticeable improvement in the most
recent months for which data is available.
In Australia, where international services are currently few and
far between, international demand has been down around 98%
every month since April, with the government and national
carrier Qantas, making it clear that they are not expecting
significant change before the end of the year. Melbourne has
just entered another lockdown as a result
of a few new cases (not deaths), even
while the Australian Open tennis
championships were taking place there.
Domestic demand is doing better. In
November it had only just passed 20% of
the previous year, but had been showing
slow but steady improvements each month
since August.

Russia and Turkey follow non-European trend

Turkey, also saw domestic demand peak during the summer at
around 60% of normal and has now dropped off to around 40%
of the previous year in December and January. This is still
ahead of international demand, which has been at around 30%35% of normal since September. This is, however, the highest
international figure for any of the countries analysed here.
More nuanced picture in most European countries
However, elsewhere in Europe there is a more mixed picture.
Taking the five biggest western European countries for air
travel in turn; in France domestic traffic was at 40% in
December while international was at under 20%, in Germany
domestic demand was at 10% while international was at 12%,
in Italy domestic traffic was at 23% while international was at
8%, in Spain (in January) domestic was at 26% and international
at 11%, while finally, the UK was at 13% for domestic and 10%

India and US seeing steady gains

In India, where total official COVID deaths
have been recorded at around 155,000
(resulting in a death per one million of
population figure of around 110, less than
one-tenth of the figure applicable to the
UK and US), international traffic had
reached around 20% of the previous year’s
In this issue we again look at global figure in December, while domestic traffic
traffic trends to see how domestic and was now at almost 60%. Both figures have
been rising steadily since June.

international markets are evolving and
take a closer look at Amsterdam and
Sarajevo airports, plus traffic trends
from the UK last year. Despite all the
challenges, we still have analysis of
almost 20 new route launches.

In the US, where November figures are still
the most recent available, domestic traffic
plateaued at around 40% of the previous
year’s figure in October and November,
while international traffic has been
recovering steadily and reached 30% of last
year’s demand in November.

Ralph Anker
To conclude, in all four non-European
ralph@anker-report.com markets, domestic demand has clearly

been recovering more quickly than
international demand. However, all four of
these countries are large and alternative
transport modes for some domestic travel
may be extremely time consuming.
Another large country where domestic
traffic has recovered far more quickly than
international traffic is Brazil. According to
ANAC, domestic RPKs in Brazil were down
just 30% in December while ASKs were
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for international in December. Germany’s domestic
recovery had reached 20% in Q3, but has since seen a
significant collapse, while the UK’s domestic recovery
had been at around 25% in August and September,
before dropping dramatically.
Europe’s top 30 airlines in February by flights
With ‘staycations’ looking like they will again be popular
in 2021, domestic demand is likely to be significant in
many European markets. A look at Europe’s top 30
airlines, based on flights offered from European airports
in the first week of February, shows that for 26 of them,
a domestic route has the highest frequency. The
exceptions are Austrian Airlines, KLM, Ryanair and Wizz
Air. If we look at the top five routes for the 30 airlines,
comprising a total of 150 routes, just 25 of them (17%)
are international connections (shown on a grey
background).
Ranking Europe’s airlines by flights (rather than seats or
ASKs) produces some interesting results. There are two
Turkish carriers in the top six, and six Russian airlines in
the top 30. Norway’s regional carrier Widerøe ranks
fourth, Binter Canarias ranks 13th and Greece’s Sky
Express 21st.
Conversely, Europe’s leading (U)LCCs are performing
poorly at present; easyJet is 12th, Ryanair 15th, Wizz Air
16th, Vueling 23rd and Norwegian 28th. And British
Airways could do no better than 27th, beaten among flag
-carriers by Alitalia, Austrian Airlines, Finnair and LOT.
Many new domestic services announced for S21
Looking ahead at what airlines have already announced
for this summer, many have revealed plans to expand
their domestic operations. Air France is planning to use
its in-house LCC Transavia to launch a number of new
domestic routes linking French regional airports, notably
Brest and Montpellier.

In Italy, Ryanair is expanding its domestic network from
its new Venice TSF base (as well as several other
airports), while EGO Airways (a new carrier using E190s)
plans to launch at least 10 new domestic routes, several
from Forli.
In Norway, Wizz Air’s relatively new domestic network
may face additional competition this summer from
newcomer Flyr, while in Sweden, Air Leap has been
adding new domestic routes.

Eastern Airways and Loganair continue to expand their
domestic networks in the UK, while easyJet is also
resuming service to Newquay (from Glasgow and
Manchester) and reintroducing flights between
Aberdeen and London LGW. So far, Wizz Air has resisted
the temptation to enter the UK domestic market.
Other carriers are still betting on the resumption of
holiday traffic in summer, with Wizz Air announcing a
new base at Bourgas in Bulgaria and Jet2.com adding

Top 5 routes by weekly frequency for Europe’s top 30 airlines in February 2021
Airline

Total flights*

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

Turkish Airlines

3621 (-50%)

IST - ESB (55)

IST - ADB (42)

IST - AYT (42)

IST - ADA (40)

IST - GZT (35)

Aeroflot

2444 (-56%)

SVO - LED (73)

SVO - AER (56)

SVO - SVX (42)

SVO - MRV (35)

SVO - VOG (31)

Air France

2315 (-64%)

ORY - NCE (62)

ORY - TLS (48)

ORY - MRS (40)

CDG - BOD (35)

CDG - NCE (30)

Widerøe

1879 (-20%)

BGO - SVG (38)

TOS - HFT (33)

BOO - LKN (32)

BGO - KRS (30)

BGO - TRF (28)

KLM

1758 (-56%)

AMS - CDG (24)

AMS - ARN (21)

AMS - MXP (21)

AMS - BCN (19)

AMS - HAM (19)

Pegasus Airlines

1725 (-46%)

SAW - AYT (46)

SAW - ADB (43)

SAW - ADA (37)

SAW - ESB (34)

SAW - TZX (34)

S7 Airlines

1352 (-10%)

DME - AER (84)

DME - LED (49)

DME - KRR (36)

DME - OVB (35)

DME - KZN (29)

Lufthansa

1327 (-85%)

FRA - MUC (33)

MUC - BER (24)

FRA - BER (22)

FRA - HAM (22)

FRA - ZRH (14)

SAS

1160 (-78%)

OSL - BGO (34)

OSL - TRD (34)

OSL - SVG (32)

OSL - TOS (25)

ARN - LLA (24)

Iberia

1151 (-59%)

MAD - BCN (35)

AGP - MLN (21)

IBZ - PMI (21)

PMI - MAH (19)

MAD - ORY (18)

Pobeda

1134 (+16%)

VKO - LED (42)

VKO - MCX (26)

VKO - AER (24)

VKO - KRR (21)

VKO - MRV (21)

easyJet

954 (-89%)

ORY - NCE (17)

GVA - OPO (14)

ORY - TLS (12)

NCE - LIL (11)

BOD - LYS (9)

Binter Canarias

819 (-35%)

TFN - LPA (76)

LPA - ACE (61)

TFN - SPC (53)

LPA - FUE (52)

TFN - ACE (32)

Alitalia

809 (-75%)

FCO - CAG (28)

FCO - CTA (28)

FCO - LIN (28)

LIN - CAG (21)

FCO - PMO (21)

Ryanair

794 (-94%)

DUB - STN (7)

FCO - CTA (7)

CTA - MXP (7)

OPO - BVA (7)

BGY - NAP (5)

Wizz Air

643 (-83%)

LTN - SOF (12)

OSL - BGO (9)

LTN - OTP (8)

LTN - CLJ (7)

LTN - KIV (7)

Utair

514 (-33%)

VKO - GRV (19)

VKO - SGC (17)

KRR - AER (16)

VKO - AER (14)

VKO - SCW (14)

Ural Airlines

491 (-15%)

DME - AER (49)

DME - SVX (35)

DME - SIP (30)

DME - KGD (21)

DME - LED (14)

Olympic Air

476 (-49%)

ATH - SKG (28)

ATH - HER (21)

ATH - LCA (21)

ATH - CHQ (14)

ATH - RHO (14)

Finnair

474 (-81%)

HEL - OUL (32)

HEL - RVN (22)

HEL - ARN (18)

HEL - KTT (15)

HEL - TLL (14)

Sky Express

471 (+0%)

ATH - SKG (24)

ATH - HER (16)

ATH - LCA (14)

ATH - CHQ (13)

ATH - JKH (10)

Air Europa

421 (-74%)

PMI - MAD (20)

PMI - BCN (15)

PMI - IBZ (14)

MAD - BCN (11)

MAD - LPA (9)

Vueling

382 (-86%)

BCN - PMI (17)

BCN - MAH (17)

BCN - IBZ (14)

BCN - ORY (12)

BCN - AGP (9)

Azimuth Airlines

373 (+28%)

VKO - ROV (12)

ROV - AER (7)

ROV - SIP (7)

VKO - ESL (7)

LED - KRR (7)

LOT Polish Airlines

371 (-84%)

WAW - KRK (10)

WAW - GDN (10)

WAW - WRO (10)

WAW - VNO (8)

WAW - RZE (7)

Austrian Airlines

354 (-83%)

VIE - FRA (13)

VIE - ZRH (12)

VIE - BER (10)

VIE - GRZ (8)

VIE - MUC (7)

British Airways

336 (-94%)

LHR - MAN (14)

LHR - EDI (12)

LHR - GLA (12)

LHR - ABZ (12)

LHR - BHD (7)

Norwegian

302 (-90%)

OSL - TRD (23)

OSL - BGO (21)

OSL - SVG (21)

OSL - TOS (12)

OSL - KRS (6)

SunExpress

298 (-51%)

ADB - AYT (14)

ADB - ADA (11)

ADB - GZT (10)

ADB - VAN (8)

AYT - DIY (7)

Blue Air

282 (-30%)

TRN - CTA (13)

BCM - LTN (11)

OTP - LHR (8)

OTP - CLJ (7)

TRN - SUF (7)

Source: Cirium Data & Analytics for 1-7 February 2021
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more flights to destinations in Greece after the
traditional summer peak. However, there is currently
little optimism regarding traditional long-haul summer
destinations from Europe such as Canada and the US.
With the UK vaccination programme well ahead of those
elsewhere in Europe (an apparent bonus of Brexit), it
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may be that UK holidaymakers (at least those over the
age of 60) may feel safe enough to travel abroad later
this summer. However, it is still unclear if the
destinations they may hope to visit will be as ‘safe’. A lot
will depend on whether any more dangerous mutations
of the virus are discovered during the next few months
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and how effective the existing vaccines will be against
them. All this makes planning ahead for this summer for
Europe’s airlines incredibly difficult. As a result, schedule
data that has been provided so far for S21, is constantly
being updated and is barely worthy of serious analysis at
this time.
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Amsterdam still #1 international destination from UK post-pandemic;
top 20 includes Greek, Turkish holiday hotspots but no Italian routes
Analysis by The ANKER Report of UK CAA passenger
statistics for the period April to December 2020 reveals
which were the leading international destinations from
the UK once the pandemic impacted travel demand in
mid-March. Across all destinations, traffic was down 90%
from the UK compared with the previous year.
Amsterdam leads the way
One destination stood out head and shoulders above all
others since March, Amsterdam. With connections from
many UK airports, the Dutch hub saw over 750,000
passengers, more than 40% more than its nearest rival.
Despite this, Amsterdam traffic was still down 91%
compared with the corresponding period in 2019.
Vying for second place were three destinations all
beginning with the letter ‘D’; Dalaman, Dubai and Dublin.
The popular Turkish holiday destination took the
honours in the end, ahead of the Middle East hub and
the Irish capital.
The top 20 international destinations contain a
fascinating mix of routes across many countries. It
includes two Middle East hubs (shown in black), four
destinations in Spain (shown in orange), three each in
Greece (shown in pale blue) and Turkey (shown in red)
and two in Portugal (shown in green), as well as one
each in Bulgaria, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands,
Poland and Romania. Not featuring in the top 20 are any
destinations in France or Italy.
Big gains for Greek and Turkish holiday destinations
Some of the destinations that made the top 20 improved
their rankings considerably compared with the same
period in 2019. Sofia jumped from 70th to 19th, while
Rhodes shot up from 63rd to 10th. Another popular
Greek holiday destination, Corfu, climbed from 51st to
9th, while the Turkish resort destinations of Antalya
(35th to 7th) and Dalaman (22nd to 2nd) also saw
dramatic gains in the rankings.
Four destinations which ranked in the top 10 in 2019, did
not feature in the top 20 in 2020. These were Palma de
Mallorca (3rd in 2019), Barcelona (7th), Paris CDG (9th)
and New York JFK (10th).
US destinations see traffic disappear
Some very popular destinations in 2019 had no traffic
(1,000 passengers or fewer) in the April to December
2020 period. This ranking is led by Orlando (1.33m
passengers in April to December 2019), followed by
Beijing (552k), Las Vegas (514k), Enfidha in Tunisia (342k)
and more US destinations; Denver (309k), Phoenix
(261k), Austin (205k) and Tampa (189k).
Seven different airports topped the monthly rankings
International traffic volumes were below 600,000 per
month in April, May and June. In July this increased
sharply to over three million, with August seeing almost
six million international journeys, this fell to 4.7m in
September, 3.1m in October and 1.4 million in
November, before climbing to 1.7 million in December.
Looking at the top six routes in each month reveals the
fascinating variation from month to month, depending
on what travel restrictions were in place. In the nine
months analysed, seven different airports topped the
monthly rankings; Amsterdam (in June and November),
Dalaman (in August and September), Doha (in April),
Dubai (in December), Malaga (in July), Rhodes (in

October) and Sofia (in May). Only Amsterdam (see page
8 for more on the airport) appeared in the top six in
every month.
Lagos leads long-haul demand in December
Looking at December data in more detail, reveals what a
good month it was for traffic to Dubai, with almost twice
as much demand as its next nearest rival, Amsterdam.
Five destinations in Spain made it into the top 20 with
Tenerife TFS proving the most popular ahead of Madrid.

Outside of the Middle East hubs of Dubai, Doha and Abu
Dhabi, the leading long-haul destinations from the UK in
December were Lagos in Nigeria (down just 28% versus
2019), New York JFK (down 95%) and Islamabad in
Pakistan (down 60%).
Lagos is the biggest city in Nigeria and busiest airport.
Nigeria has a significant oil and gas industry, and as has
been seen elsewhere, these industries have continued to
require air travel to keep them operating.

Top 6 international destinations from UK airports since April 2020
Month

Total pax

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

April

302k

Doha (24k)

Islamabad (17k)

Amsterdam (13k)

Sofia (10k)

Rome FCO (10k)

Frankfurt (9k)

May

344k

Sofia (23k)

Amsterdam (22k)

Frankfurt (16k)

Dublin (16k)

Doha (11k)

Lisbon (11k)

June

594k

Amsterdam (36k)

Dubai (31k)

Frankfurt (30k)

Sofia (27k)

Doha (23k)

Lisbon (19k)

July

3066k

Malaga (123k)

Alicante (113k)

Amsterdam (110k)

Palma (101k)

Dublin (86k)

Krakow (55k)

August

5846k

Dalaman (196k)

Amsterdam (184k)

Faro (152k)

Antalya (146k)

Corfu (140k)

Krakow (109k)

September

4737k

Dalaman (229k)

Antalya (176k)

Faro (164k)

Corfu (125k)

Amsterdam (123k)

Krakow (105k)

October

3129k

Rhodes (113k)

Amsterdam (96k)

Corfu (85k)

Paphos (72k)

Dalaman (72k)

Dubai (70k)

November

1439k

Amsterdam (79k)

Dubai (69k)

Tenerife TFS (58k)

Dublin (48k)

Istanbul IST (39k)

Doha (39k)

December

1717k

Dubai (186k)

Amsterdam (94k)

Tenerife TFS (60k)

Doha (59k)

Dublin (52k)

Madrid (48k)

Source: UK CAA monthly statistics
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Latest European route news
Routes launched between Saturday 16
January and Friday 12 February 2021
Even during non-pandemic times, the period between
mid-January and mid-February is normally a very quiet
time for airline route launches in Europe. However, the
following new services do appear to have launched
during the last four weeks, but with the dynamic nature
of government lockdowns and travel restrictions there
is no guarantee that these routes are still operating at
the time of publication, and if they are, the frequency
may have been reduced. The competition information
is provided by Cirium Data and Analytics and relies on
airlines providing timely and accurate schedule data,
which, at present, is regrettably not always the case.
Air Arabia Maroc (IATA code 3O) on 24 January began 2weekly (Wednesday and Sunday) service between Nador
in northern Morocco and Malaga in southern Spain. The
sector length is just 220 kilometres and no other carrier
currently connects the two airports. Nador is Morocco’s
seventh busiest airport having handled 773,000
passengers in 2019. This fell by 64% to 276,000
passengers in 2020 according to ONDA figures. Air
Arabia Maroc already serves six other European
destinations (when travel restrictions allow) according to
Cirium Data and Analytics; Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Brussels, Cologne Bonn, Montpellier and Palma de
Mallorca. Nador’s airport is located just over 30
kilometres south from the airport serving Melilla, an
exclave of Spain in northern Africa.
Air India (IATA code AI) has started a connection
between Amritsar and Rome FCO. The 5,600-kilometre
scheduled service, which began on 1 February using a
B787-8, appears to operate around every 10 days, and is
currently scheduled to only operate until the end of
March. The service originates and terminates in Delhi.
Air India had also announced plans to start a new weekly
service from Chennai to London LHR on 3 February.
However, this service appears to have been delayed.
During the last week the England cricket team
completed a memorable victory over India in Chennai in
the first of a four-match series.
Air Leap (IATA code FL) began operating two domestic
routes in Sweden on 24 January. The regional carrier is
offering 6-weekly service between Stockholm ARN and
both Sundsvall and Örnsköldsvik, with the latter route
operating via Sundsvall. Both services are PSO (Public
Service Obligation) routes with Air Leap having the
contract to operate them until the end of March. The
carrier is using a Saab 340 to operate both routes. SAS
has operated the 320-kilometre Sundsvall route
regularly in recent years but appears to have stopped
service in mid-December. Schedule data indicates that
the Star Alliance carrier plans to resume service on the
route from 1 March.

plans to increase to up to 5-weekly in S21, Ryanair is
currently not looking to resume service before the end
of March. It then plans to operate 2-weekly increasing to
5-weekly by July.
Japan Airlines (IATA code JL) launched a weekly service
between London LHR and Nagoya on Friday 5 February.
The 9,570-kilometre route will be operated by the
airline’s 787-8s. The inaugural flight’s routing was Tokyo
HND-London LHR-Nagoya-Tokyo NRT. Cirium Data and
Analytics currently shows the route operating until 9
April, although the airline’s website shows no availability
after 12 February.
Loganair (IATA code LM) added another new UK
domestic route to its growing network with the launch
on 1 February of a 6-weekly service between Teesside in
north-east England and Aberdeen in Scotland. The 300kilometre route will be operated by the airline’s fleet of
ERJ145s. This becomes Loganair’s first route from
Teesside with several more set to follow in the coming
months, including London LHR. The new route is already
served 5-weekly by Eastern Airways, which also utilises
ERJ145s on the route. It had previously operated the
route on behalf of Flybe with a mix of J41s and ATRs. For
Loganair this brings to six the number of routes it now
operates from Aberdeen, four in England and two in the
Shetland Islands.
Lufthansa (IATA code LH) has decided to compete headto-head with Condor by adding a new weekly (Saturday)
service between Frankfurt and La Palma in the Canary
Islands. Lufthansa’s service on the 3,250-kilometre route
will be flown using A320neos. Condor’s weekly flight is
on Wednesdays. La Palma is not one of the betterknown islands for visiting tourists. In 2019, the airport
handled 1.48 million passengers, of which 75% were on
domestic routes, mostly to Tenerife TFN. The leading
international routes were Düsseldorf and Frankfurt,
both of which had just under 40,000 passengers. In
2020, traffic at La Palma was down just 51%, compared
with the average across all Spanish airports of 72%.
In early February Pegasus Airlines (IATA code PC)
resumed three domestic routes from the Turkish capital
Ankara. The LCC began 3-weekly service to Diyarbkair,
Trabzon and Van. All three routes were last served in
S18. Turkish Airlines already flies up to twice-daily on all
three routes. This brings to seven the number of
domestic destinations Pegasus Airlines operates from
Ankara, the others being Antalya, Bodrum, Istanbul
SAW and Izmir. This winter, international services for the
carrier from Ankara appear to be limited to Amman in
Jordan and Kiev in Ukraine.

Bulgaria Air (IATA code FB) has switched airports in
Milan. On 2 February the carrier began connecting Sofia
with Milan LIN, having previously served Milan MXP. The
2-weekly service is being operated by a mix of the
airline’s E190s and A319s. Frequency on the 1,170kilometre route is set to increase to 3-weekly in April.
Ryanair and Wizz Air normally both operate year-round
between Sofia and Milan BGY. However, while Wizz Air
appears to be operating 2-weekly flights at present, with
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Red Wings Airlines (IATA code WZ), a Russian carrier
with a fleet of around 20 aircraft (15 A320-series, four
Sukhoi Superjet 100s and one 777-200ER), began 2weekly service on 8 February between Belgorod and
Ekaterinburg. The 1,720-kilometre route will operate on
Mondays and Thursdays and faces no competition.
Belgorod is close to the border with Ukraine and Kharkiv
is just 80 kilometres away. Last year the airport handled
253,000 passengers, down from 469,000 in 2019.
Ekaterinburg, is the second busiest airport in Asian
Russia after Novosibirsk, handling 6.23 million
passengers in 2019 and 3.49 million in 2020.
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S7 Airlines (IATA code S7) began two new routes in the
last four weeks. On 29 January the carrier began weekly
service between Rostov-on-Don and Chisinau in
Moldova using its fleet of A320s. This is the airline’s
second route to the Moldovan capital, as it began
weekly service from Moscow DME in mid-November.
S7’s second new route was a domestic service linking its
Moscow DME base with Bryansk, a city not too far from
both the Belarussian and Ukrainian borders. This 330kilometre route will operate 5-weekly (no flight on
Tuesdays and Thursdays) using the airline’s E170s.

Sky Express (IATA code GQ) is using its new A320neos to
compete on higher volume routes. On 1 February, the
Greek carrier began 6-weekly service between
Thessaloniki and Heraklion, a 610-kilometre route
already served by Olympic Air. On Tuesday 9 February,
Sky Express began linking Athens with Larnaca in
Cyprus. Frequency is set to increase quickly on the 930kilometre route, reaching double-daily by the beginning
of March according to the airline’s on-line booking tool.
The route is also operated by Olympic Air, Cyprus
Airways and Wizz Air. In addition, Blue Air used to
operate the route as well.
Vistara (IATA code UK), without much noticeable
fanfare, modified its operations between India and the
UK. In addition to its Delhi to London LHR service it is
now operating the return leg on some days to Mumbai
using the airline’s 787-9s. Vistara’s second destination in
Europe looks set to be Frankfurt, with 2-weekly service
from Delhi planned to launch soon.
Despite major travel restrictions in the UK Wizz Air (IATA
code W6) has started a new route between Iasi in
Romania and Birmingham. A handful of flights operated
on the route over Christmas and New Year, but regular
service appears to have kicked off on Saturday 6
February, with flights scheduled for the following two
Saturdays. There is then a gap before a Sunday service
begins on 21 March. An additional Wednesday service is
set to launch on 31 March. Wizz Air is also operating
flights this summer from Birmingham to three other
destinations in Romania; Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca and
Craiova.
Wizz Air Abu Dhabi (IATA code 5W) launched its second
route on 4 February. After the carrier’s inaugural service
to Athens on 15 January, the airline’s second route was
also to a Greek destination, Thessaloniki. However, the 2
-weekly service (Thursdays and Sundays) is currently not
bookable after 14 February as travel restrictions take
effect. The airline’s on-line booking tool currently shows
the next bookable flight after 14 February being on 1
April. Athens services appear to be unaffected.
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Sarajevo to welcome one aircraft Wizz Air base in May with nine new
routes; Istanbul top route as Turkish carriers led the way in 2019
Now the capital and largest city of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Sarajevo and its metropolitan region are
home to over 500,000 residents. Depending on your age
and interests, Sarajevo may conjure up several different
associations; the location of the assassination of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand in 1914 which led to the First
World War, the host city of the Winter Olympics in 1984,
the siege of Sarajevo (from April 1992 to February 1996),
or the song Miss Sarajevo written by U2 and Brian Eno,
recorded in 1995 and featuring Luciano Pavarotti.
Threefold growth in traffic from 2003 to 2019
The airport serving the city saw traffic triple between
2003 and 2019, with the one million passenger
milestone being passed in 2018. Demand has grown
consistently at between 5% and 10% per annum. Last
year saw traffic fall by almost 80% to just 250,000
passengers.
As with many other European airports, the busiest
months are July and August, with just over 180,000
passengers being handled in July 2019.
Turkey is busiest county market
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics for 2019 reveals
that Turkish Airlines offered the most seats in Sarajevo
followed by Austrian Airlines and Pegasus Airlines. As a
result, Istanbul was by far the leading destination with
twice as much capacity as its nearest rival Vienna.
Several destinations in the Middle East made it into the
top 15, with Dubai beating Doha, Riyadh and Sharjah.
Jeddah and Kuwait City were just outside the top 15.
New routes launched since the beginning of 2019
include Aegean Airlines to Athens, Eurowings to Berlin
TXL, flynas from Jeddah and Riyadh as well as several
routes from FlyBosnia.
FlyBosnia began scheduled services in 2019
Launched in June 2019, FlyBosnia is a local carrier which
introduced service to several destinations using an A319.
Routes started in 2019 included Bahrain, Gassim, Jeddah,
Kuwait City and Riyadh in the Middle East, as well as
London LTN and Rome FCO in Europe. Last August the
airline suspended all scheduled services and reverted to
operating just charter flights.
Wizz Air opening base in May
Wizz Air recently announced that it would be stationing
an A320 in Sarajevo, starting from 20 May. The aircraft
will be used to launch nine routes; to Basel, Brussels CRL,
Copenhagen, Dortmund, Eindhoven, Gothenburg,
London LTN, Memmingen and Paris BVA. All routes will
be served either 2- or 3-weekly. This is likely to make
Wizz Air the leading carrier in Sarajevo this summer.
However, the airline’s existing service to Budapest is
being suspended from the end of March.
It is worth noting that Wizz Air already has a base in
Bosnia & Herzegovina at Tuzla, which is just 80
kilometres from Sarajevo. In 2019, Tuzla handled almost
600,000 passengers, dropping to 228,000 in 2020, which
is not that far off Sarajevo’s figure. Wizz Air’s network
from Tuzla in S19 comprised 15 routes including five of
the destinations set to launch from Sarajevo; Basel,
Dortmund, Eindhoven, Gothenburg and Memmingen.
The other routes are Berlin, Billund, Cologne Bonn,
Frankfurt HHN, Friedrichshafen, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden,
Malmö, Stockholm NYO, Växjö and Vienna.
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Amsterdam was second busiest international airport in December in
Europe after Istanbul IST; traffic grew 64% between 2009 and 2019
Analysis of European airport passenger statistics by The
ANKER Report for December 2020, revealed that
Amsterdam was the second busiest international airport
across the continent with 1.23 million international
passengers, only just beaten by Istanbul IST with 1.28
million. It was also the fourth busiest airport in Europe
for total traffic, beaten only by Istanbul IST and two of
Moscow’s three main airports.
Paris is leading route in December
The airport’s top 20 busiest routes in December are led
by Paris CDG with 30% more passengers than the next
busiest route, to London LHR. Four of the top 20 routes
are non-European (shown in red). While traffic on most
routes was down versus December 2019 by between
60% and 85%, there were some notable exceptions.
Traffic to/from Kiev KBP was actually up 3%, while
Istanbul SAW was down only 30% and Mexico City
demand was down ‘only’ 45%. Bucharest and Curacao
both saw traffic drop by less than 60%.
Traffic grew 64% in decade to 2019
Between 2009 and 2019 Amsterdam saw passenger
numbers rise from 43.6 million to 71.7 million, an
increase of 64%. During the same period, according to
Cirium Data and Analytics, capacity grew by just 51%
(suggesting improved load factor), while flights increased
by 32% (indicating the use of larger aircraft). In 2018 and
2019 the airport came very close to its agreed
movement limit of 500,000 per annum, making
significant future growth challenging.
While KLM, which accounted for 50% of seat capacity in
2019, increased its seats since 2009 by just under 40%,
the airport’s second biggest carrier, easyJet increased
capacity by almost 200%. Third ranked Transavia (an Air
France KLM subsidiary) grew by 140%.
Welcomed several new long-haul carriers since 2016
As with all major airports, airlines come and go for a
variety of reasons. Amsterdam is no different. Analysis of
Cirium Data and Analytics suggests the following changes
in recent years:
2016 - Gained: Aeromexico, China Eastern Airlines, Jet
Airways - Lost: Air Lituanica, Darwin Airline (Etihad
Regional), Estonian Air, US Airways
2017 - Lost: Malaysia Airlines
2018 - Gained: Air Mauritius - Lost: CityJet, TACV Cabo
Verde Airlines
2019 - Gained: LEVEL, Ural Airlines - Lost: SkyWork
2020 - Gained: Blue Air, Saudia - Lost: Adria Airways, Air
Mauritius, Air Transat, Jet Airways, WOW air
2021 - Lost: AtlasGlobal, Flybe
Almost 90 countries served non-stop in 2019
Among country markets with at least 50,000 departing
seats in 2019, several were not served at all in 2009 with
the biggest being Taiwan followed by Qatar, Ecuador,
Argentina, Indonesia, Rwanda and Colombia. A further
14 countries saw capacity at least double during that
time, with Serbia (+368%), UAE (+218%) and Iceland
(+212%) being the fastest-growing in percentage terms.
In terms of volume, the mature markets of the UK, Spain,
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Italy, Germany and the US saw the biggest increase in
seat capacity.
While Amsterdam has added many new country markets
since 2009, it has also lost direct non-stop flights to
several other countries. These include Armenia, Bahrain,
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Iraq, Libya, Pakistan, the
Philippines, Sudan, Syria, Uganda and Zimbabwe.
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Looking ahead to S21
During 2020, KLM launched several new routes from
Amsterdam including Cairo, Cork, Southampton and
Poznan, while easyJet added links to Copenhagen and
Zadar. Looking ahead there are only currently a handful
of new routes planned for this summer; Blue Air to ClujNapoca, easyJet to Faro, and Jet2.com to Birmingham.
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Corendon
Airlines
...
Konya in Turkey
dominated
by traffic to and from Istanbul
Konya, in south-central Turkey, is the seventh most populous
city in the country with a metropolitan population of over two
million. The airport serving the city lies around 15 kilometres
north of the city and is a joint civil/military facility. The two
runways, both over 3,300 metres, lie close together in the
centre of the airfield, with the civil facilities on one side and
the military operations on the other.
From fewer than 250,000 passengers in 2007, the airport has
grown quickly and passed the one million passenger mark in
2015, before peaking at 1.24 million passengers in 2017.
Although traffic increased fourfold between 2009 and 2017,
this was primarily down to traffic to and from just one
destination, Istanbul.
Up until October 2009 Turkish Airlines had a monopoly on the
route between Konya and Istanbul IST. Pegasus Airlines began
serving Konya from its base at Istanbul SAW in late October
2009 with Turkish Airlines also adding the SAW route in late
2009. As a result of competition, traffic on the route grew
rapidly. However, capacity peaked in 2017 according to
Cirium Data & Analytics.
Since 2007, international traffic has made up between 8% and
13% of the airport’s demand. Pegasus Airlines has offered
direct flights to Amsterdam and Copenhagen, while
SunExpress and Turkish Airlines have both also served the
Danish capital. Despite the pandemic, traffic in 2020 was
down just over 50%, better than at most European airports.

Makhachkala in Russia sees traffic fall by just 7% in 2020
Few European airports managed to handle anything like the
same number of passengers in 2020 as they did in 2019, but
Makhachkala, located on the Caspian Sea, in Russia’s Republic
of Dagestan, was one of them. Thanks to staycationing
Russians, the airport saw demand across the year fall by just
7% from 1.5m million in 2019 to 1.4 million. In the last six
months of 2020 traffic was actually up compared with the
same period in 2019.
Located some 15 kilometres south of the city centre, the
airport opened a new terminal in 2016. In addition, visitors
are welcomed by a Daghestan Airlines TU-134B on a plinth at
the roundabout connecting the airport to the main road to
the city.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics, almost 75% of the
airport’s capacity in 2020 was spread across the three main
airports serving Moscow, while a further 9% of capacity was
to St. Petersburg. The next most popular routes were to
Surgut, Rostov-on-Don, Krasnodar, Tyumen and Kazan. The
only international route of note was flydubai’s service to
Dubai. Atlasglobal had operated from Istanbul IST before the
carrier’s demise.
Pobeda was the leading carrier in 2020 with around 37% of
seat capacity ahead of Utair (18%) and Aeroflot (15%). S7
Airlines was a new carrier at the airport in 2020, offering
flights to its Moscow DME base.

Venice Treviso finally set to become Ryanair base this summer
Venice’s second airport Venice TSF (Treviso) is located some
30 kilometres from Venice. Traffic has grown rapidly since
2000 when the airport handled only 250,000 passengers.
Thanks primarily to Ryanair, passenger numbers exceeded
three million in 2017 and reached a record 3.3 million in 2018.
Since 2013 domestic capacity has grown significantly, and in
2019 the top three routes were Naples, Palermo and Catania.
The big dip in traffic in 2011 was due to the airport being
closed from June until November due to essential runway
maintenance. Since the pandemic began the airport has been
closed with all flights being reassigned to Venice’s main
airport, Venice VCE (Marco Polo).
The airport is set to reopen at the end of March, when
Ryanair makes it a designated base, which it has not been
until now, with all Ryanair services previously operated by
aircraft based elsewhere. Ryanair plans to operate a total of
45 routes in S21, including 18 routes not previously served.
While Ryanair accounted for well over 80% of seat capacity in
2019, Wizz Air had around 12% while serving six destinations
in Central Europe. It had started serving Venice TSF in
February 2008 from Bucharest BBU and has served a total of
16 destinations in the last 13 years. Several new destinations
are likely to be added in S21, notably in Ukraine. Other
services at Treviso in 2019 included Pobeda to Moscow VKO
and Blu-Express to Tirana.
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Lagos in Nigeria is leading non-Middle East long-haul route from UK
in December; British Airways and Virgin Atlantic still operating daily
A recent analysis of the busiest destinations from the UK
in December 2020 (see page 4), revealed that the top 13
for passengers comprised 10 airports in Europe and
three in the Middle East (Abu Dhabi, Doha and Dubai). In
14th place was the first destination outside of Europe
and the Middle East; Lagos in Nigeria.
While many destinations reported traffic declines in
December from the UK of between 70% and 95%, Lagos
traffic was down just 28% compared with the previous
year. This meant that Lagos ranked above Athens
Barcelona, Geneva and New York JFK for traffic in
December.
International flights resumed in September
International commercial flights to both Abuja and Lagos
had been allowed to resume on 5 September, after over
five months of not being permitted. According to Cirium
Data and Analytics, British Airways and Virgin Atlantic
were both offering daily flights from Heathrow to Lagos
in December 2020, the same as in December 2019.
Nigeria is home to significant oil and gas reserves and as
has been seen in parts of Europe (for example Norway
and Aberdeen), the travel needs of these industries have
resulted in more air passengers than would be the case
at other airports.
No significant market growth since 2005
Looking at scheduled non-stop capacity between Europe
and Nigeria reveals that seats offered in 2019 were the
same as in 2005 at 870,000. In the intervening years
capacity had crept up to around one million one-way
seats in 2010 to 2012.
In 2019, there were 11 non-stop routes between Europe
and Nigeria, with the Heathrow to Lagos route being
offered by both British Airways and Virgin Atlantic. Six of
the routes were to the largest city in the country, Lagos,
four were to the capital, Abuja, while one was to Port
Harcourt. A total of six European countries had non-stop
flights to Nigeria; France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Turkey and the UK.
UK routes accounted for 34% of capacity in 2019
followed by Turkey (20%), Germany (19%), France (13%),
the Netherlands (12%) and Italy (2%). Since 2019, Air
Italy’s service has ended with the demise of the carrier,
while Turkish Airlines’ non-stop Port Harcourt service,
launched in 2019, has not resumed post-pandemic.
British Airways is leading carrier
In 2019, British Airways was the biggest provider of
capacity between Europe and Nigeria, accounting for
22% of capacity, just ahead of Turkish Airlines (20%) and
Lufthansa (19%). Then come Air France (13%), KLM
(12%) and Virgin Atlantic (12%).
At present there are no Nigerian carriers offering flights
to Europe, though in the last 15 years there have been
services by Arik Air, Bellview Airlines and Med View
Airlines, all of which are/were based in Nigeria.
Competition from Middle East carriers
*An alternative for passengers wishing to travel between
Europe and Nigeria is to travel via one of the three major
Middle East hubs with either Emirates, Etihad Airways or
Qatar Airways. Pre-pandemic, Emirates operated 2-daily
to Lagos, Qatar Airways daily to Lagos and Etihad
Airways 4-weekly to Lagos, while Emirates also served
Abuja with daily flights.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics the two Emirates
services are currently served daily, while Qatar Airways
is also still offering its Doha service to Lagos. However,
Etihad Airways has not resumed its service from Abu
Dhabi since the pandemic struck.
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